Dear Cheryl,
I really liked your exhibition and it taught a lot to me.
Even if I didn't participate, it was really intresting.
Now, I know how much segregation and slavery were horrible
and savage.
What shocked me the most was the way that white people
treated black people as ojects and I found really unfair Rosa
Parks's story and also sad.
I liked really much the golden chicken bones. It were original.
Thank you for teaching me all this.
Bye,
Elisa.
Hi Cheryl ! My name is Rifat I was present for your exhibition
I never knew that the newspaper about KKK was written in paris.
I had never realized how much colored people suffered
What schocked me the most pas the way the colored people was attached by
chains
I found really unfair To do that for colored people
Hello, my name is Remy Mousson.I was happy to learn a lot of information on the
black people.
I never knew that nelson Mandela was the first black president in south A Africa. I
had never realized how much it was difficult for a black person president. Now I
know that Nelson Mandela was the first black president of South Africa . I was
surprised to learn it was only in 1994 that a black president was elected. Was

shocked me the most was the ay that they attached the slaves. I found it really
cruel that they chained the slaves.
Thang you for your intention
Lavalle Téa <tealavalle@gmail.com>
May 28 (3 days ago)

Dear Cheryl,

First thanks for your kindness and your humour during the intervention. I think it
was very interesting and complete even if it is a tragic subject to talk about. Your
personal collection is very rich and there were a lot of different objects and
documents. I learnt a lot about segregation thanks to your collection like how mych
it was painful for black people and all the problems that black people had
everyday. I hope that you liked talking with our class.
Goodbye Lavalle Téa

Dear Cheryl Ann Boden,
I really liked your exhibition, it was very interesting, I learned a lot even if I slept
in the end so I'm very sorry but I listened to everything exept the end about the
Black Panthers.
I saw some objects/ things interesting like the olds books, the bones, the magazines
or the posters and the music that you put in the computer.
I like this exhibition because you brought us a lot of very interesting documents
and what I like is that they all have a story or a message to tell.
So thank you for everything, I think I have learnt a lot in oe hour about the
segragation and slavery so thank you, thank you, thank you and thank you to came.
Imane, a student of 3e6 PS: I love your fashion style

Dear Cheryl,
I never knew that the black slaves died so young. We saw in a document
a cemetery with black children died at 6 mounth.
I have never realize how much blacks were separated and how much
they were poorly treated.
I was shocked to learn that some peopple wante to kill negroes just
because they were black.
Bye,
Jules Zanker.
Hello Miss Chery or Ann Bolden
I was surprised to learned that Angela Davis was wanted by the FBI
and I was happy to found out that she's actually not wanted and she's an
univercity teacher.
I had never realized how much the segregation was important in U.S.A. Now I
know how much colored people suffered during the segregation.
I never knew that Black Panthers was a political organisation, I think there is only
a U.S football team

Good bye peace

Hello
I learnt a lot of things with your exhibition.
I never knew that the paratroopers had to protect some black students. I ad never
realized how much the K.K.K. was cruel. Now I understand why some black
people were violent with white, as the black panther. I was surprised to learn that
an escape from K.K.K. was an international event. What shocked me the most
was the way that the slaves were considered like animals. I was happy to found
that the president Einsenhower protected the black who went to white school. I
found segregation really unfair.
Thanks again for this exhibition.
Ambroise SIRVEN

Hi Cheryl! I'm Caroline
I had never realized how much segregation was hard for the black people.Found it
really unfair to do that..What shocked me the most was the way that racist
peopletreated blackpeople. I was happy to visit this exhibition .I learnt so many
things
Thank you for the exhibition
Good bye!

Hello Miss Cheryl Ann Bolden
I never knew that Thomas Jeﬀerson was the american ambassador in Paris
I had never realized how much segregation was powerfull
I was surprised to learn that the lifespan was really short
What schocked me the most was the way that how the slaves were sold
I was happy to found out that many people tried to found a solution about
segregation
I found it really cruel to create segregation
Bye Basile Kerestedjian

hello
when I saw the many things that where on the table. I was suprised by the bones
an the chain and sure the many documents.
There was an old book with yellow pages.
Thanks for speaking slowly and explainig with passion.
And the fact yhat Thomas Jefferson and Angelica Davis have an Relationship
shocks me.
Thanks again for this exhibtion.

PEACE

Hello,
I'm Veronique from 3°1 at Buffon
I'm going to tell You what I've learn about your
exhibition
I had never realized how much your infancy was
terrible. I found it cruel that black people was
killed and buried. I was surprised to learn
Angela Davis was arrested by the FBI. So today
she is a professor in a university in California. I
was happy to touch the taxes' paper, the cream to
have a white skin , handcuffs, and a lot of other
things(which was beautiful)
I was happy to found out stories about
Jefferson'wife .
I spent a great moment
Thank you vero vero

Hello,Chery ! I'am Louka and I listend to your exhibition. I remember the best
person's for me are : Barack Obama, his wife and Thomas Jeﬀerson. The best
document I remember is the chains of a slave because he is very moving. And
the fac's that I remember the most are the KKK and the Blacks Panthers
because the Blacks Panthers are very brave.
I found segragation is very cruel.
Hello miss Chery Ann Bolden,
I never knew that Thomas Jeﬀerson was the ambassador of USA in Paris . I had
never realized how heavy the chains are. I was surprised to learn that slaves
were sold like horses.
Iwas happy to found out that Angela Davis went to Algeria.
Good Bye Miss.

Hello Cheryl!
I was glad to meet you and listen to your stories.
I was suprised to learn that racist children-books existed, so that people could
teach racis to their children. What shocked me the most was the way that
people were racist and didn't give a chance to black people to go to university,
for exemple. I never knew that slaves were not allowed to learn how to read and
write. I found it really sad that slaves were in the same line as horses in the
taxes. I was happy to find that settlers were not all cruel with their slaves like
Thomas Jeﬀerson.
Thank you for taking time to read my message.

Bye!
Gabriella FERNANDES MACEDO 3°1

Margaux Siedlarz <margaux.tastet.siedlarz@gmail.com>

May 28 (3 days ago)

to me

Hello Cheryl, I was happy to discover your works and to listen your stories about
slaves.
I never knew that people had to write how many slaves they had. I had never
realized how much segregation was unfair, black people were very brave. Now I
understand how slaves's conditions were horrible. I was surprised to learn that
black women had foundation to be more white. I was happy to found out that there
were a lot of black people who were very brave and famous. I found it really sad
that white peopkle don't accept black people because of their skin.
The person that I remember best is the slave of Thomas Jefferson, I found that
she was very brave.
The document that I remember best is a document where persons write how many
lands, horses and slaves they had.
Thank you to taking time to read my message.

Bye !
Margaux TASTET--SIEDLARZ 3e1
Collège BUFFON

Dear Cheryl
First I thank you for the conference of thursday. I
liked it very much, I learnt many things. I found
very intresting the disposition of your exhibition.
There were many things : magazines, objects,
pictures... I remember the bones and the chainz on

the table, there was a cream to whiten skind and I
remember a magazine : « Black and White»
about the equality of skins colors, and a cloth with
Nelson Mandela. I remember a reference to
Thomas Edison : The lights bulbs.
In conclusion, I was very interested by your
intervention in our class, thank you for coming
Bye
Mathilde Daviau 3e6

Hello
It's Yasmine BOUDJADI from 3°1 at Buffon.
I'm going to tell you what I've learnt from your exhibition that you did
last week.

I never knew that Thomas Jefferson had children with a young slave;
I had never realized how much black people were getting their skin
white;
Now I know how slaves were treated before the abolition of slavery;
I was surprised to learn that people found a graveyard full of slaves;
What shocked me the most was the way that slaves were treated;
I was happy to find out that some people were fighting against slavery;
I found it really unfairb that black and white people were segregated.
Thank you for this amazing exhibition. I've learnt a lot and I hope we will meet
again in the neer future.
Yasmine BOUDJADI

Dear Cheryl,

I really liked your conference, it taught me many things like, there
were taxes for the slaves, I was surprised to learn that some
slaves could be recognized for their intelligence or could buy their
freedom. There were many things about the black peoples in
America, I remember particuly of the action of Rosa Parks who
refused to give here seat in a bus. I found it really sad that black
people could because they don't want to be opressed. What
shocked me the most was the way that the policemen treated
demonstrators. I had never realized how much the ideas of Martin
Luther King impact his country in his life and after.
Thanks for the exhibition.

